
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annual Dinner  

AT RNZYS, 7pm, 12 August  

Georgina Griffiths is our guest speaker for this year’s Annual dinner and will be telling us 

stories about her career as a weather and climate scientist and about sailing around the 

Hauraki Gulf with two young ones aboard.  

Georgina Griffiths has returned to 

MetService, as a consulting meteorologist, 

based in Auckland.  

She brings a wealth of experience to the 

role, having been actively involved in 

meteorology and climatology for 20 years, 

with a particular emphasis on extremes and 

the Auckland region. 

 Georgina started her career as an 

operational Meteorologist with an 

emphasis on marine and aviation 

forecasting, and is a certified Ocean 

Yachtmaster. She then joined the NIWA 

National Climate Centre, where she 

providing climate summaries and climate 

interpretation to the public, and was also 

involved in seasonal climate prediction.  

Her areas of research interest include extreme rainfalls, heat waves, and wind patterns 

around New Zealand and the South Pacific. 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><><><><><> 

This year we are arranging our Annual dinner to be at Quarterdeck Restaurant, Royal New 

Zealand yacht Squadron.  Charge is $38 per person, preferably paid in advance  

Please book now by mailing a cheque to CANANZ, PO Box 564, Shortland St, Auckland 1140 

or emailing basil@orr.co.nz and he will email you internet banking details. 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><><><><><> 

MENU : 

Bread roll & butter portion 

Entrée: Butternut squash soup with sour cream 

Main: Herb & garlic roast leg of lamb, mint gravy, roast potatoes, roasted vegetables 

Dessert: Vanilla panna cotta, berry sauce & shortbread 

Cash bar/beverages 
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Over the Sea to Skye 

It took over half an hour to wash the Chesapeake Bay mud from the chain and anchor. With 

fuel and water tanks pressed full, we headed away from land and our comfortable 

existence. It was our third Atlantic crossing. The sun and pleasant breeze soon gave way to 

head-winds and sloppy seas. The Gulf Stream carried us forward, but we slowed to about 

four knots to retain a modicum of comfort. Day three was Karin’s birthday and having spent 

the previous one bouncing in the Gulf Stream off Cape Hatteras, she was building up a huge 

supply of credits. 

 

The genoa blew out a seam in 

mid-Atlantic  

Bob McDavitt’s routing plan 

indicated that we should tack 

and head southwards after 

about four days and the grib 

weather maps showed a large 

developing depression in our 

path, confirming Bob’s advice. 

The NOAA forecasts from the US 

had a storm warning in effect for 

the depression area. So we 

followed the isobars and after a 

day or two we were back on an 

easterly heading. The wind soon 

settled into the south-west and we had several days of easy reaching and running all the 

way to the Azores, certainly a much easier trip than our first crossing 20 years ago. 

Our AIS again made such a difference, automatically warning us of ships and warning them 

of us. Time and again we would see a ship change course a few miles away. Surprisingly, we 

were picking up ship contacts at over 100 miles, seemingly impossible with VHF ranges that 

are at a maximum of about 30 miles between the biggest ships. However, this ‘super-

propagation’ is quite common and seems to be an effect most prevalent in anticyclones.  

Karin first heard a noise that sounded like a helicopter when we were in mid-Atlantic. A 

large grey helicopter circled us closely. We could see crew looking at us through binoculars  

and “NAVY” painted on the side, obviously from the US. It hovered just astern for several 

minutes but made no reply when we called it on the radio. We supposed it was some sort 

of exercise and for a few days we heard VHF conversation from aircraft to surface ships, as 

well as AIS showing a distant US Coastguard ship. 

As soon as we arrived in the Azores we found that it was much more than an exercise. A 

Beneteau 40 had capsized in the bad weather with four lives lost. It was one of several 

yachts that were heading back to Europe from the Caribbean where many had been cruising 

or racing. After reporting leaking keelbolts, the yacht Cheeky Rafiki lost her keel in the area 

of gales that we headed south to avoid. Several other yachts near her position came through 

the heavy weather without any problems and at least one had joined in the search. Our 

encounter with the helicopter was about a hundred miles south of the search area and three 



days after she lost the keel. There is an article in “Boating New Zealand” we have written 

about this tragedy and about yachts losing keels.  

 

 

Horta in the Azores is a 

crossroads for yachts 

We spent 10 very nice days 

at Horta in the inexpensive 

marina and hired a car to 

look round. The Azores is 

part of Portugal and 

immediately the cobbled 

streets reminded us of our 

time in Brazil in 2012, but 

with efficient and helpful 

officials. The harbour is a key 

focal point for yachts 

crossing west to east in the 

Atlantic. The authorities encourage 

each yacht to paint their name and 

date on the marina walls and 

walkways and there are thousands 

of boat-names just in the last few 

years, with earlier ones weathered 

away.  

 

We added Victoria to the 

thousands of names 

 

 

 

 

 

Karin had a very nice birthday  

dinner (a present from Andrew 

and Jess) and the sun let us 

catch up on boat chores and 

varnish. It’s a place where it 

would be easy to stay. 

 

Landscape at a volcano that 

erupted just 50 years ago on 

the Azores  

 

 

 



 

This place was described as 

a ‘port’ in the Azores 

 

Our sail to Ireland started 

out fast, fresh and bumpy. 

Later the motor was 

needed to get the last few 

hundred miles to Ireland. 

Dingle was a treat. We 

drove round the peninsular 

in a treeless landscape 

looking at ruins going back 

3000 years.  

 

But we needed to get on as 

quickly as possible towards  

Norway. The long days with only  

a few hours of darkness helped 

and we started having to work 

with the tides on the Irish west 

coast as we visited remote 

islands and anchorages in sunny  

weather with no swell. The locals 

said it was “never like this” and 

the radio warned of a heat-wave 

with temperatures as high as 

26C. 

 

Farm in west Ireland 

 

Just as we were getting to like 

Ireland it was time to cross to Scotland and we anchored in fog and rain just a mile from the 

Laphroaig distillery on the 

island of Islay. Pity Karin does  

not like single malt and walking 

there on my own in the pouring  

rain just did not have sufficient 

appeal. Radar, GPS and plotter 

were all we saw on the way to 

Ardfern, a bit south of Oban.  

 

Bridge and Stately home, Loch 

Aline 

 

We picked up a mooring for the 

night off Ardfern Yacht Centre. 



Someone ashore told us it belonged to Princess Anne, who often keeps her yacht there. 

Judging by the price we were charged, they were probably correct. The weather cleared and 

it was a treat to see trees in the sheltered anchorages and Scottish villages after the barren 

slopes of Ireland.  

 With settled weather, we headed through the Inner Hebrides where timing the tide-races 

dictated our movements. As a favourable tide carried us at 10 knots through the narrow 

Kyle Rhea channel into Loch Alsh and under Skye Bridge, we couldn’t help thinking about 

Bonnie Prince Charlie and his voyage in a small boat to Skye nearly 300 years ago, but it was 

hard to imagine the wind and 

waves immortalised in the 

well-known lyrics. Following 

the attempt by the Jacobites 

to put a Scot on the English 

throne, the bonnie prince 

escaped to Skye after being 

routed by the English at the 

Battle of Culloden. The 

journey today takes less than 

a minute in a car across the 

bridge over the narrow 

channel to Skye. 

 

The bridge to Skye 

Fellow Royal Cruising Club 

members whom we kept meeting advised us not to miss Rona, where we threaded through 

rocks and shoals to a wonderful sheltered spot. A long walk to the other side of the island 

was fascinating, seeing the deprivations that past inhabitants suffered. A whole village left 

to settle in Australia or New Zealand and the crumbling stone houses are their only legacy.  

Rona Island Inner Hebrides. 

After buying lobsters and 

venison from the farmer, Jim 

managed to lose his wallet 

(with bank cards and driver’s 

licence) into the sea while we 

headed back to Victoria in the 

dinghy. This gave Jim’s sister, 

Mary days of work in 

Auckland sorting it all out 

with banks whose security 

barriers put the US border 

control to shame. 

The further north we got, the 

stronger the tides. In 

Pentland Firth, between the Orkney Islands and Scotland tides run at 9 knots and all the 

way out to the Shetland Islands the charts show overfalls and tide races. We rounded Cape 

Wrath in a flat calm with normal daytime visibility in the midnight twilight as we headed 

towards Lerwick in the Shetland Islands, our last stop on the way to Norway.  



/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/) 

Tie This Super Sailing Knot in Just Seconds! 

From http://www.skippertips.com/public/2217.cfm 

Use the becket bend (also called "sheet bend") to join together two lines. Use the single 

becket to join a heaving line to a docking line to get the line ashore or when you are in a 

hurry and need a secure knot that will not be under shock loads (tension and slack, tension 

and slack).  

 
 

Follow These Three Fast Steps 

1. Make a Teardrop 

Form an upside down teardrop (or raindrop) shape with the larger of the two lines--or one 

of two lines if they're the same diameter. Hold the teardrop in your non-dominant hand 

with the fat part of the drop facing down (illustration 1). 

2. Pass the Becket 

Pull the other line (or the smaller line) through the back of the teardrop and bring several 

inches toward you. Form a loose loop on one side of the teardrop. Pass the line around the 

back of the teardrop and through the loop. (illustrations 2, 3, and 4). 

3. Cinch Up the Knot 

Make your knot tight and compact. Pull on both standing parts and bitter ends a bit at a 

time. You want the knot to stay put under surge or shock load (illustration 5).  



In this illustration the single becket or sheet bend is tied with two lines of equal diameter. 

If you use two lines or unequal diameter, always thread with the smaller diameter line. Hold 

the larger diameter line stationary (the "teardrop" in the illustration). Take care to cinch up 

the knot when done to remove all slack. This keeps the knot compact and secure (step 5 in 

the illustration).Remember that you will often need to join two pieces of line that are of 

different diameters. Take care to thread with the smaller line. Always. You want the smaller 

line to grip the stationary "teardrop" line (see below). Otherwise, this knot will not hold. 

When you practice, use a piece of large diameter line and one of smaller diameter.  

Just for fun, try to do the opposite--thread with the larger diameter of the two lines. You 

will see right away that the large diameter line will not hold well, and the sailing knot will 

spill (untie itself) in no time flat if you jerk and slack the line a few times. Plant this memory 

key in your mind now: "Thread with the Thin Line!". 

                       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

FEEDBACK 

Tom Miller’s article on ”SCENT TO TRY US” in our last newsletter triggered many members 

to relate to this problem personally and it seems that it may respond well to a larger 

airing/venting/hearing in a search for some relief over any build-up of frustration.  Here is 

a sample of our feedback:  

Hi Tom, 

Firstly, congratulations on the great anti-pong article for CANANZ, very informative and 

good humour to lighten up an oft unmentioned subject. With regard to sound effects I feel 

that this needs to be addressed at a level that considers the relative efficiency in the 

frequency response of baffle materials versus dominant sound generators. To clarify this 

important point I should advise that there is a broad frequency range between the deep, 

vibrant, (and sometimes moisture laden) emission) from a large orifice and the high 

frequency trumpet like emission from a small (or tightly clamped) orifice. Between these 

two extremes is a range of emission frequencies that are mediated by a combination of 

pressure, immediacy, orifice posture ( ie standing or bent over as in competitive farting 

competitions) and rectal dimensions.  

Such is the complex nature of this subject that I feel that a one day seminar with invited 

speakers representing the physiology and pharmacological aspects of anal emissions, 

experts in frequency absorption technology, radio frequency experts for noise screening 

and, in order to fully address the topic at public level, a representative of the board of 

control for both outdoor and indoor international farting competitions. 

Your highly qualified opinion will be welcomed.  Best regards, John Croft  

 

And here is a helpful tip that one of our members offered: to offer relief to our blocks:  

Heads flushed with salt water accumulate scale deposits in the discharge channels and 

hoses. Scale deposits cause a head to get progressively harder to flush, and it is scale on the 

valves that allows water in the discharge line to leak back into the bowl. Calcium deposits 

eventually lead to total blockage, a most unpleasant prospect.  

Avoiding this problem is as easy as running a pint of white vinegar through the head once 

a month. Move the vinegar through the head slowly, giving the head a single pump every 4 

or 5 minutes. The mildly acidic vinegar dissolves fresh scale inside the head and hoses. When 

the vinegar has passed all the way through the system, pump a gallon of fresh water 

through to flush the lines.  

/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/) 



WANTED :  

Need a diesel mechanic to remove and refit his 

4 cylinder engine into an Athol Burns. 

Has the engine. Easy in easy out!!! 

Needs assistance. Can/will pay. Contact me in 

the first instance. 

Ross 0274820827 

 

 

Website Changes  
 

The following 2 links have been added to our 

web site and both include Celestial Almanac 

and sight reduction tables:  

 

http://www.erikdeman.de/html/fr_sail.htm  

and select Celestial Navigation 

 

   http://www.navsoft.com/downloads.html 

 

/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/)/) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


